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ABSTRACT Learning games are becoming popular among teachers as educational tools. However, despite
all the game development quality processes (e.g., beta testing), there is no total assurance about the game
design appropriateness to the students’ cognitive skills until the games are used in the classroom.
Furthermore, games designed specifically for Intellectual Disabled (ID) users are even harder to evaluate
because of the communication issues that this type of players have. ID users’ feedback about their learning
experience is complex to obtain and not always fully reliable. To address this problem, we use an evidencebased approach for evaluating the game design of Downtown, A Subway Adventure, a game created to
improve independent living in users with ID. In this paper we exemplify the whole process of applying
Game Analytics techniques to gather actual users’ gameplay interaction data in real settings for evaluating
the design. Following this process, researchers were able to validate different game aspects (e.g.,
mechanics) and could also identify game flaws that may be difficult to detect using formative evaluation or
other observational-based methods. Results showed that the proposed evidence-based approach using Game
Analytics information is an effective way to evaluate both the game design and the implementation,
especially in situations where other types of evaluations that require users’ involvement are limited.
INDEX TERMS evidence-based learning, game analytics, game design, game evaluation, intellectual
disability, learning games, serious games

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Learning Games (also known as serious games,
educational games or applied games) became popular
learning tools so there are many research and application
projects about this type of games [1]. Most of the literature
available praises their advantages compared to traditional
teaching methods, like the positive attitude of the students
toward the games or the authentic highly interactive
learning environment that they promote [2][3][4][5].
However, more research about how to create effective
designs that optimize both the development process and the
adequacy of the game mechanics to the users’ cognitive
abilities is still scarce [6] [7].
This problem is particularly evident when developing an
educational game for people with Intellectual Disabilities
(ID) [8]. The American Psychiatric Association defines
intellectual disabilities as neurodevelopmental disorders
that begin in childhood and are characterized by intellectual
difficulties as well as difficulties in conceptual, social, and
practical areas of living [9]. In particular, users with ID

present certain cognitive characteristics that affect the way
they learn like limited memory, difficulty sustaining
attention during long periods of time or confusion in the
process of abstraction, conceptualization and transferring
the conceptual learning to real settings [10].
ID students acquire skills and knowledge at a different pace
than neurotypical learners and face a set of learning
challenges that should be taken into account when
designing learning games [11]. As ID users typically
struggle with communication problems [12], the application
of traditional observational methods for evaluating learning
games is complex, expensive and even not fully reliable
[13]. Serious game designing process is a complex task
where there are not standardized methodologies to
guarantee that the designers’ ideas are adequately translated
into playful game mechanics (e.g. missions, minigames)
[14]. Beta testing and early user involvement are common
formative evaluation practices to test and improve serious
games [15], but some users, such as students with ID, have
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specific peculiarities, like communication problems, that
make these practices even more challenging.
As budget is usually very limited, and the game testing in
ecological situations (real users, actual environment) is so
complex and expensive, developers usually have no
assurance about the effectiveness of their game designs and
the adequacy of the final product to the users’ skills. This
often means that game shortcomings are identified too late
after testing the final game in the actual class [16].
In this paper we present an evidence-based approach for
evaluating the game design of Downtown, A Subway
Adventure, developed for players with ID. The purpose of
this game is to help the users in navigating in the complex
Metro network of Madrid (a public subway system) and
acquire skills to solve problems that can appear when
traveling independently. We consider that this approach can
be used as a reference and somewhat can be generalized to
other game designs and developments created for users
with ID. The game includes the use of Game Analytics
techniques, to verify if the game objectives are appropriate
and were accomplished by the users that tested the game.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents
related work on serious games for individuals with
disabilities. Section 3 briefly describes our game
Downtown, A Subway Adventure. In section 4 we explain
the approach used for the evaluation of the design and
development of the game, describing each of the stages. An
analysis of the data obtained through the traces collected is
shown as a result in section 5. Section 6 summarizes the
outcomes from the data analysis and the conclusions
obtained.
II. RELATED WORK

Previous research has addressed different applications of
learning analytics in serious games. However, few research
studies have investigated the needs of individuals with

cognitive disabilities [17]. The work of [18] reviewed the
effects of serious games on people with intellectual
disabilities or autism spectrum disorder and found that
games had a positive impact on the players.
The games tested with users with disabilities were mainly
computer serious games; we have not found many studies
where more advanced technologies (e.g. augmented reality)
are applied to players with intellectual disabilities [19].
From our experience, the use of physical immersive devices
in users with intellectual disabilities is discouraged by their
trainers and educators, as most of them get anxious and
uncomfortable when they are touched (especially these with
Down syndrome or Autism) and most of them present
limitations in the communication capabilities [12], which
leads to a lack of concentration when playing the game.
We didn’t find any research that can be comparable with
Downtown in its educational purpose (training ID users in
Subway transportation) or typology of targeted users (wide
range of users with ID like Down syndrome, ASD or mild
cognitive disability).
Regarding the analysis to be performed on the collected
data, the sample size restricts the application of artificial
intelligence techniques as they require a high amount of
data. However, comparing our work with the applications
of data science to game and learning analytics data in
general contexts [20], we consider that the sample size
reached for participants with intellectual disabilities is
highly representative. The number of students with ID in
each classroom is substantially lower compared with other
ordinary educational environments. With larger samples,
artificial intelligence techniques could be adequate to
improve the game, but their application will increase the
already high costs and delay the gathering timelines.
III. DOWNTOWN, A SUBWAY ADVENTURE

Downtown, A Subway Adventure is a 3D realistic graphic

Figure 1. The game is designed realistically to promote the learning transfer to reality. Snapshot of the interior of a wagon in Downtown (left) and the
real wagon in the subway of Madrid (right)
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adventure game specifically designed for players with ID,
like Down syndrome, certain types of ASD (Autistic
Spectrum Disorder) or Mild Cognitive disabilities. The aim
of the game is to train the students in moving around the city
using the public subway system to promote their autonomy,
improving their independent life.
The game was designed as a tool for trainers in the
transportation program instructed in Down Madrid, one of
the biggest educational associations for ID adults and their
families in Spain. Madrid subway network is simulated in the
game in a 3D realistic perspective (Figure 1), to help users in
transferring the in-game experience to the real world when
they are traveling by their own. When playing Downtown the
users must travel around the subway map finding objects and
reaching specific destinations. While the user is traveling,
different tasks and events automatically pop-up. These tasks
not only train the users but also promote the acquisition of
other skills that educators find useful to promote
independency, like eye-hand coordination, short-term
memory, language skills or spatial memory. The game is also
enriched with other situations that are more difficult to train
in real life, as how to respond to unwanted social interactions
with other travelers or how to deal with access machines
malfunctions.
Next section explains in detail the objectives, the tasks
proposed and the mechanics of the game as well as the
process followed to design and develop Downtown.
IV. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT PROCESS OF
DOWNTOWN

To address the several issues of designing and developing
serious games for users with intellectual disabilities, we
propose an evidence-based approach driven by Game
Analytics data. We have tested this approach in the design
and development process of the serious game Downtown.
The process is divided in four stages as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Design and development process cycle used in Downtown, A
Subway Adventure

To assure that both the educational purpose and the
playability of the game are represented in the design and then
adequately transferred into the game implementation, we
involved in our design and development process three main
stakeholders: (1) psychologists and trainers, which main role
is to assure the adequacy of the game and its mechanics to
the disabled users’ cognitive features and abilities (2)
researchers and developers, which role is to assure the

playability and accessibility of the learning game and (3) ID
users, which role is to early and continuously test the game
and provide feedback about the learning experience. We
consider that including these actors in the design and
development process is a must that, even adding some
complexity to the development, in the medium/long run can
help to optimize and reduce the total cost of a serious games.
Next, we describe each of the stages of the process and their
incomes/outcomes.
A. OBTAINING USER REQUIREMENTS FROM
EXPERTS

For designing Downtown, we interviewed four experts
(psychologists and trainers) from Down Madrid to identify
the main barriers affecting the capacity of the users about
learning concepts with a videogame and other general issues
that may affect to their ability for traveling in the subway
independently.
The trainers provided a list of aspects that ID students
typically find difficult to, like sustaining attention in one
particular activity during long periods of time (their attention
becomes easily dispersed so any distraction or event that is
not directly related with the task which they are working on
can scatter it), understanding sequential instructions given at
the same time, addressing new problems (even though they
could be similar to others than they solved before), executing
tasks under time pressure or persisting if don’t receive
constant feedback [21] [22] [23]. These cognitive
characteristics, among others, shaped and delimited the
design of Downtown since the very beginning of the process.
The game design was guided by these characteristics and
included features to fulfill these requirements, for instance,
dynamics were included to sustain attention, instructions
were constantly kept in screen for users to be able to go back
to them easily (Figure 3), no time constraints were set for any
part of the game, and constant feedback was provided to
players.
Trainers also asked researchers for specific in-game tasks,
finally implemented as minigames, to help them improve
problem-solving strategies and other skills that can be useful
when traveling independently. In particular, minigames
should train spatial vision, short-term memory, numerical
sequencing and eye-hand coordination.
B. GAME DESIGN

Game Design can be described as the process of designing
the rules, the story, the content and the mechanics of a
videogame [24]. Usually, this is a creative phase where
designers have freedom to create a compelling and engaging
game universe. But when developing a game for ID users
some of the options are limited by the restrains of their
capabilities, as previously explained.
3
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find a correct route. Each instruction proposed by the game
launch a different problem that the user needs to solve in
order to complete the game.

Figure 3. The game asks for tasks sequentially and remain in the screen to
help the user remind what the ongoing duty is

First thing in the game design stage is to define the main
objectives of the game and the mechanics associated to them.
In particular, Downtown was designed to accomplish two
main educational objectives:
1. Complete a random subway route assigned by the game,
changing trains when required
2. Improve the abilities identified by the trainers, required to
travel independently: spatial vision, short-term memory,
numerical skills and eye-hand coordination)
According to Hunicke [25] a mechanic describes the
particular components and dynamics of the game, at the level
of data representation and algorithms. Mechanics define the
game user interaction and should take into account the
specific ID user barriers identified in the requirements phase.
In Downtown the user must help the police following and
capturing a robber that is traveling in the subway. The game
assigns a random starting and ending station and the user
must complete the route changing trains when required.
There are four levels (easy, medium, hard and expert) that
can be selected by the user or the trainer. The length of the
route and the number of transfers are related to the difficulty
level, from no transfers in easy level to three transfers in the
expert level.
Downtown map is designed as a sandbox scenario where
users can explore and travel freely through the Madrid Metro
map but each game session is programmed to last between 20
and 40 minutes, based on the level of difficulty. This means
that the users do not have time pressure while completing the
tasks, but educators and researchers can use this observable
to analyze the performance of the users while playing.
During the progress of a game session, the game
automatically assigns tasks accordingly to the level of
difficulty selected. The higher the level, the more difficult the
tasks are. Contextual instructions will be given to the user to

There are also secondary in-game tasks that pop-up during
the game that are designed as minigames inside the main plot
of the game. These tasks were designed following the
specific requirements of the trainers, as described in the
previous subsection. Their purpose is not only to sustain the
engagement of the users offering new challenges, but also to
train practical skills that may be useful when traveling in the
subway by their own. These minigames make the progress of
the game more dynamic and fun, maintaining the whole
game flow.
The resolution time of the minigames and other observables
are also tracked and analyzed to evaluate the performance of
the users while resolving specific tasks, but users do not have
any visual hint of the time spent as we also want to avoid the
time pressure element in those minigames.
The main mechanics of the four minigames are described in
Table 1.
TABLE I
MAIN MECHANICS ASSOCIATED TO THE MINIGAMES THAT POP -UP DURING
A GAME SESSION

Minigame

Skill

Mechanic

Message in
a
puzzle

Spatial vision

The user has to rotate and sort the pieces
of a puzzle to complete a “coded”
message. The message gives the user the
name of the next station to travel to.
The number of pieces in the puzzle
increases with the difficulty level.

Simon

Short-term
memory

The safe
box

Numerical
sequencing

A button-like machine appears in the
screen and gives the user a sequence of
lights. The user has to remember a
sequence of colors and the order of the
lights to complete the minigame.
The length of the sequence depends on
the difficulty level (from 3 colors in the
easy level to 6 colors in the expert level)
The user finds a safe box in a metro
station. To open it and get the clue about
the next destination the user has to
remember a sequence of numbers.
The length of the sequence depends on
the difficulty level (from 3 numbers in the
easy level to 6 numbers in the expert
level)

Shoot your
camera

Eye-hand
coordination

Once the user reaches the final
destination, the game asks for a picture of
the robbers. The number of people that
should appear in the picture depends on
the difficulty level (from 1 character in
the easy level to 4 characters in the expert
level)
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C. DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING

Downtown is a complex game due to its features, learning
goals and target players that we have already discussed. We
applied SCRUM as the development methodology to have
flexibility for testing the game mechanics at the end of each
development cycle. This method allowed us to analyze if the
initial design was playable to the users’ motor and cognitive
skills. Down Madrid ID users’ beta-tested Downtown game
six times before releasing the final version, playing parts of
the game as they were developed (formative evaluation
observed by experts). This feedback provided useful
information about the playability and the user experience,
reporting what initial game design decisions worked or didn’t
work. After releasing the final version of Downtown, the
game was re-engineered to collect the relevant user
interaction data using game analytics, so researchers can
evaluate the effectiveness of the game.
1) METHODOLOGY

The final version of the game was formally evaluated in an
actual classroom. A quasi-experimental design was used to
evaluate if the game objectives were achievable by the users
and therefore, the game design was adequate to their skills
and abilities. The testing sessions took place in the facilities
of Down Madrid (Spain). The testing sessions were
performed with the totality of the Down Madrid students that
attend to the technology class: Fifty-one (51) adults, ages
between 19 and 41, with diverse types of intellectual
disabilities played the game for three one-hour sessions of
effective playing (n=51, Mage=29, SDage=7.07). Downtown
has four difficulty levels. All the players started playing in
the easy level and were allowed to start the next difficulty
level once they completed all the routes and minigames
proposed by the game.
Users were randomly divided in six groups, depending on the
schedule availability of each student. Individuals in each
group had different IQ, cognitive competences and
autonomy. Thirty users were Down (58.8%) while Twentyone (41.2%) had another type of ID like, Mild Cognitive
disability or certain types of ASD.

All the players played Downtown a total of 3 hours. Both
trainers and researchers conducted the training sessions,
giving advice and helping the users when needed (Figure 4).
Parents, guardians and the users themselves were informed
about the study and approved the data gathering by signing a
consent form.
All the data captured was anonymized to guarantee the
privacy of the users. Only trainers, not researchers, were able
to match the data with the students for later assessment
purposes.
Initial experiment results about gameplays, engagement and
the general motivation of the students playing with the game
and a more detailed explanation about the methodology used
were published in [26], where interaction data was analyzed
to refute or validate some of the assumptions that educators
expected from the game sessions (e.g., user performance
depending on their degree of functionality or user attachment
with the main character).
D. GAME ANALYTICS ANALYSIS

One of the major problems that trainers find while working
with ID users is the difficulty obtaining reliable feedback
about the learning experience of the students.
Communication problems are frequent in people with ID, so
traditional game evaluation methods, like tests or
questionnaires, are not as reliable as when used with
neurotypical students [27].
Using evidence-based methods can help both educators and
researchers to address this issue. Educators can benefit by
obtaining near real-time game user interaction data about the
performance of the students while they are playing a game
(e.g., they can monitor when users get stuck in one task,
check their number of fails vs wins, etc.). Researchers need
to validate the decisions made in the game design
understanding the capabilities of the users [28], the
restrictions that may apply to the design and the learning
goals that the trainers expect users to achieve with the game
[29].
To address this issue, we applied Game Analytics techniques
that can be defined as the process of analyzing the interaction
data in serious games, trying to obtain relevant information
about the users’ behavior in the game (and their learning
process in the case of learning games in what has been called
game learning analytics [30]).

Figure 4. Users playing Downtown during a testing session

Downtown game includes a tracker module for sending out
relevant in-game information about the users’ gameplay
interactions. The tracker is open source and has been
developed as part of the H2020 RAGE project [31]. All the
information captured follows the standard xAPI (Experience
5
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Application Programming Interface), a new specification for
collecting, storing and reporting user interactions on learning
systems [13]. All this analytics data gathered during the
gameplay was sent to a cloud-based data analytics server that
provides analyses and dashboards visualizations in near-real
time. Using the data analytics services, trainers and researchers were monitoring the users’ performance during the
game sessions, allowing to identify students that were
struggling and helping them when required.
1) IN-GAME METRICS

The tracker captured timestamped information about all the
user interactions within the game. Every time an event occurs
(e.g., starting/ending a game session, reaching a station,
starting/ending a minigame or interacting with the interface
elements), the tracker sends out the information to an online
server that provides dashboards and metrics visualizations.
With all the interaction information, the following metrics
were used to perform an analysis to verify if the objectives of
the game were accomplished, and therefore validate the
design:
-

Total game session time referred to the average total
time spent in one level, from the selection of the
character to the completion of the final mission. We
consider that one level is complete once a user reaches
the final station proposed by the game. If users are able
to complete an entire game session, means that they are
understanding the mechanics and that they are following
the correct route to reach the destination.

-

Average time completing routes is the time that the
users spend traveling in the metro wagon. This time also
includes the time spent changing trains when a transfer
is required.

-

Inactivity time: When the user is not progressing in the
game (e.g. minigames are not launching because the user
is not completing tasks or when the user is clicking
randomly in the interface buttons) we consider that the
user is inactive. Evidence of high inactivity times in a
particular task or level may suggest that the users are
having troubles understanding or resolving a mechanic.
The inactivity time can also give researchers insights
about the engagement of the users in the tasks proposed
by the game. Long periods of inactivity time may
suggest a passive attitude of the user towards the game
and so, a deficit of attention.

-

Overall minigame performance referred to the number
of attempts to resolve a minigame and the total time
spent in completing it.

-

Other observables: like the use of the accessibility
options, the number of clicks in the help button or how
many times the user consults the metro map.

Using all the in-game data analytics gathered, we created
specific constructs to validate the design and the
development process of Downtown but we consider that this
approach can be generalized to other game designs for ID
users. Through these constructs we can analyze the data
obtained and identify design anomalies. If no anomalies are
found in the data analysis, we consider that the game design
is adequate for the users. If we find inconsistencies in the
data analyzed, next step would be to diagnose the design
problem.
V. RESULTS

This section provides an overview about the data analysis
conducted at the end of the design and development process.
The purpose of the analysis is to verify if the main objectives
of Downtown, and therefore its game design, is adequate and
achievable by the users. More than 163.000 data points
regarding the users’ interaction data were included in the
analysis. Both trainers and researchers took part in the
process: data collected were analyzed by the researchers and
it serves to validate or refute the impressions of the trainers
about the interaction of the users with the game. The purpose
of this process if to confirm if the game can be used as a
learning tool. It is also an example of how to use Game
Analytics to validate a game design and its mechanics,
identifying errors.
A. TOTAL GAME SESSION TIME

At the beginning of the game design phase, experts believed
that not all the users were going to be able to complete the
routes proposed by the game, which is the main objective of
Downtown. To verify this hypothesis, we analyzed the
average total game time and the average number of incorrect
stations transited in a game session.
92.15% of the users (n=47) were able to complete at least
one correct route during the game sessions. Only four Down
users were not able to reach any destination (n=4, 7.85%).
More than 72.8% of the incorrect paths occurred in the first
30 minutes of playing which suggest that the users needed to
play the game at least once to fully understand the mechanics
of the game and be familiar with the interface (note that the
users played the game for three hours). This result was not
consistent with the initial experts’ expectations in the game
design phase but confirms that both the tutorial of the game
and the difficulty levels were adequate for the users.
Trainers also expected that the ID users that play videogames
in a regular basis as part of their daily life entertainment
(n=21, 41.1%) would complete the tasks faster and would do
less mistakes than the rest of the users. Only 10.56% of the
6
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C. AVERAGE INACTIVITY TIME

One method to verify if the design of the tasks is adequate to
the users is to analyze the average inactivity time (Figure 6).
If the users are playing the game and are not ‘inactive’ means
that they are understanding the mechanics proposed by the
game.

Figure 5. Average total session time per difficulty level

routes followed by those ID players were wrong, compared
to a 20.37% of the non-players routes (x2 = 4.3761 p-value =
0.0364 < 0.05. The results are statistically significant). The
average time completing tasks for ID players was 28:18
minutes, compared to the non-players that spent an average
of 32:16 minutes per game session which confirms the initial
opinion of the trainers.

This metric decreases as the users reach higher levels, from
an average of 00:55 seconds in the easiest level to 00:32
seconds (-41.8%) in hard and expert levels (Figure 6) and is
not co-related with the average time completing routes. This
data is in accordance with the initial expectations of the
trainers: even though the complexity of the routes proposed
by the game increases as the difficulty level is higher, the
users are more ‘active’ because they have previously learned
the mechanics of the game and understand better how to
resolve the puzzles. Trainers also noticed that the users asked
less for help as the difficulty level of the game increases.

B. AVERAGE TIME COMPLETING ROUTES

The experts also aimed to verify if the complexity of the
difficulty levels was well-adjusted to the users’ cognitive
skills, so they could adapt and customize the game sessions
to the capabilities of each user in the classroom. We analyzed
the average time completing routes of all users per difficulty
level to validate the design of the game levels.
In average, users spent 30:41 minutes completing a route in
the levels easy, medium and hard. The expert level is not
significant for the analysis as there were only five users that
reached the expert level (n=5). All these users were regular
players and their capacities were above the average,
according to the trainers.

Figure 6. Average inactivity time per difficulty level

The analysis suggests that the design of the tasks is in
accordance with the users’ competences.
D. AVERAGE NUMBER OF STATIONS TRANSITED

When analyzing this observable, we found that it takes more
time to complete the medium level than the easy and hard
level (Figure 5). As stated before, Downtown automatically
assigns random starting and ending stations, depending on
the level of difficulty that the users are playing. In the easy
level, the route is direct, which means that there are no
transfers during the journey. The number of transfers
increases progressively with the levels: one transfer in
medium level, two in hard and three in the expert level. Thus,
the higher the level, the more time that the user needs to
reach the final destination.
Researchers find two possible explanations for this
abnormality: (1) the tasks are not appropriate for the users’
cognitive abilities, so they are getting stuck in the medium
level trying to complete it or (2) there is a
design/development flaw in the game when assigning the
routes.

As data showed no abnormal behavior of the average
inactivity time, we analyzed the average number of stations
that the users transited during a game session, sorted by level
(Table 4) and found that the number of stations is higher in
medium level than in hard and expert level. Also, this
number remains the same in hard and expert level.
This evidence indicates that the game is not accurately
selecting the optimal routes for the levels to be balanced what
can be considered a flaw in the development of the game.
Researchers think that even though almost all the users
completed the routes that the game asked, and so the
objective of the game can be considered as achieved from an
observational perspective, the game analysis uncovered a
design flaw that is making the users complete the paths
slower than they should. This bug could have been difficult
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to detect using formative evaluation or other observationalbased methods.

sequence of numbers in the safe box minigame. Both were
Down and non-regular players.

TABLE II
AVERAGE NUMBER OF STATIONS TRANSITED IN A GAME SESSION SORTED

Almost all users (77.7%) did more than one try before
completing the camera minigame ( =2.02). While two tries
are not considered a high number by the trainers, the data
analysis shows a standard deviation of the completion time of
almost one minute (00:57), which means that for some users
it took almost twice the time to resolve the minigame
compared to the rest of the classroom. Data didn’t show a
pattern about the type of ID or the frequency of playing
videogames of the players that spent more time in this
minigame.

BY DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Difficulty level
Easy

Average number of stations transited per
route
5

Medium

11

Hard

10

Expert

10

E. OVERALL MINIGAME PERFORMANCE

Trainers and researchers designed four minigames to train
four skills that can be useful when traveling in the subway.
These minigames are embedded in the main plot so they
break the routine of the game and promote the user
engagement (Figure 7). By analyzing the average completion
time of each minigame, experts could evaluate the
competences of the users related to each skill.
From a general perspective, users spent more time and did
more mistakes in the Simon minigame (short-term memory)
and in the in-game camera minigame (eye-hand
coordination) and obtained better results in the puzzle (spatial
vision) and safe box (numerical sequencing) minigames
(Figure 7).

Figure 7. Screenshots of the minigames (puzzle, Simon, safe box, camera)

In the puzzle minigame all the users put the pieces in their
place without mistakes, even though the number of pieces
increased with the difficulty level. The average resolution
time remained constant in all levels (01:32 minutes) which is
considered normal by the experts, as the users played puzzles
with the computer before.
The resolution time of the safe box minigame remains
constant between levels too (01:23 minutes). Only two users
out of Twenty-seven (7,4%) failed in remembering the

The same scenario happened in the Simon minigame where
users had to remember a sequence of color lights in the right
order. Almost all of the users (91.3%) tried almost three
different sequences before inserting the right combination (
=2.57, σ=2.93), regardless the level that they were playing in.
Users spent an average of 2:07 minutes, the highest
resolution time of all minigames. The data analysis shows a
standard deviation of the completion time of 01:15 minutes.
In this case, almost the 70% of the users that spent less time
than the average in completing the minigame were regular
videogame players, which suggests that playing videogames
can help in enhancing the short-term memory.
According to the data, the difficulty of the Simon and the
camera minigame is higher than expected by the trainers,
which means that either (1) the design of the tasks is not
completely adequate to the users’ cognitive skills or (2) the
abilities that these two minigames promote (eye-hand
coordination and short-term memory) are not as developed as
the other two in this sample. In both cases these two
minigames unexpectedly increased the total complexity of
Downtown.
Nevertheless, the total number of mistakes done by the users
in this two last minigames decreases as the users reached
higher levels. This circumstance shows an improvement of
the users’ performance at higher levels, so it seems that users
are able to complete the tasks related to eye-hand
coordination and short-term memory after practicing, despite
their type of disability or previous experience with
videogames.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we aimed to exemplify an approach that uses
Game Analytics data to evaluate the design and development
of a learning game for users with ID. Applying game
analytics techniques researchers can investigate if the ingame observables provide useful information about the
effectiveness of the game design and if the objectives of the
game are adequate to the users’ cognitive abilities. This
approach has been applied to Downtown, A Subway
8
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Adventure, a game that aims to train users with ID in
traveling in the subway independently. However, we
consider that the process described is generalizable to
validate other learning games and, in particular, in domains
where the opinion of the users is difficult to obtain or not
even fully reliable (as it is the case with ID users).
First step of the process is the user requirements stage where
we interviewed the experts from Down Madrid to understand
the cognitive restrains related with the use of videogames
that ID students have. Next, in the game design stage,
researchers established the main objectives of the game and
the mechanics associated. In particular, Downtown goal is to
complete a random route assigned by the game and train the
abilities required to travel in the subway independently. We
tested the game in the facilities of Down Madrid with 51
users with ID. Trainers and researchers conducted the
training sessions capturing in-game data about the interaction
of the users with the game.
After capturing the data, researchers and trainers performed
an analysis to verify if the users were able to achieve the
objectives of the game, validating the game design.

not previously trained with the game to verify the
effectiveness of the game design and test the transfer of
knowledge from the game to reality.
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